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Figure 1: Avalanche danger level prediction: (a) Real Avalanche bulleting issued by SLF forecasters; (b) Predicted continuous danger level score; and (c) standard deviation (uncertainty)
of the prediction, high value corresponds to high uncertainty in the prediction of (b).

Project description
Predicting ordinal levels of avalanche danger is a highly complex task, mostly driven by
expert knowledge analyzing large amounts of data relating to local climate, snow conditions
and meteorological forecasts. Nowadays, modern machine learning and high computing power,
are opening new avenues for supporting human forecasters’ decisions. In particular, it is now
possible to let machine learning models digest and process huge quantities of data, achieve predictive performance in line with expert expectations, and potentially support their situational
assessment [1].
However, those models rely on time series measurements at specific locations, as
provided by a network of measurement stations located in the Swiss alps (the IMIS network [2])
and it is consequently very difficult to make spatially dense predictions, far from measurement
locations. Currently, we are investigating a spatial interpolation method, which only relies
on fixed input variables describing the local geomorphological setting of the entire
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Switzerland. Those descriptors are features computed from a high spatial resolution digital
surface model, such as slope, convexity, concavity, azimuth, directional derivatives, among
others. Those covariates are then used to model the probabilistic output of the random forest
classifier proposed in [1], so that each square km cell on our predictive grid, receives a prediction
for danger levels.
To perform the spatial interpolation we use a Gaussian Process regression, which models
the total input data covariance as a weighted sum of per-feature group covariance, allowing the
model to optimise such the weights according to the spatial distribution of the danger levels.
The target label for the interpolator is the expected danger level, as modeled by a random
forest for each station. This target is a continuous value between 1 and 4 (from lowest to
highest danger level). GP interpolation provides a posterior distribution for each grid cell,
where we use the predictive mean as forecast value (Figure 1(b)) and its standard deviation
(Figure 1(c)) as a model uncertainty score. By looking at the maps in Figure 1(a)-(b), we
can see how regions with no measurement stations (located by circles) provide more uncertain
forecasts. However, when comparing to the actual avalanche bulletin made by expert forecaster,
illustrated in Figure 1(a), we can see how main patterns and danger levels are correctly depicted
by our spatial interpolation model.
In this project, you will extend the regression model by exploring additional covariates and come up with rigorous validation principles using in-distribution (i.e. danger
level forecasts made by experts and danger level forecasts made by models), and external data
sources. Additionally, we plan to validate the interpolation model by evaluating it on a proxy
task, which involves interpolating the amount of fresh snow. We plan to explore season aggregates and temporal split aggregates for validation, single-day validations, and also try to
provide a time series analysis of how these errors behave, as a function of snow and weather
conditions. Validation will be the most important step to enable forecasters to trust and adopt
machine learning models in supporting their expert, data-driven forecast process.

Additional information
• Difficulty of the project: Medium, rigour and exactness are paramount.
• What will you learn? Geospatial data processing, Gaussian Processes, good scientific
research practices, reproducible research.
• Requirements: Machine Learning fundamentals, good Python skills, experience with
git, motivation.
• Supervisors: Dr. Michele Volpi, Dr. Frank Techel, Prof. Fernando Pérez-Cruz.
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